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SDoC and MD for IHM
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VACUUM PUMP 110/220V UVP-15401
Product group: 606  Product number: 587568

The vacuum pump is used for removing moisture and non-condensable gases from refrigeration systems after 
maintenance or repair.

The pump is supplied with a Vacuum pump oil (0.95 l). The oil is made from a paraffinic mineral oil base, to be used 
in deep vacuum applications.

Product information

This product supersedes product no: L13470

Features
Two stage pump for deep vacuum
Dual voltage (115/230 V) and Frequency Range (50/60Hz)
Achievable rating as low as 20 microns
Displacement 113 l/min @ 60Hz
Unit is factory wired for high voltage (230V). Refer to operating manual to switch to low voltage (115V) if required.

Benefits
Built in isolating valve isolates the pump from the system with only a 1/4 turn, making it simple to measure rate of rise
Can be used on systems using CFC, HCFC and HFC in combination with mineral oil, polyester oil, alkyl benzeen oil and PAG oil
Referred to as "the long term trouble avoider" among refrigeration specialists
Gas ballast valve to reduce condensation of moisture
Two stage pump ensures faster and stable vacuum pull

Specification

General

Invent Hazard Material (IMO/EU) classification D-1

Product code UVP-15401

 Dimensions/Weight

Connection [Size/ Type] 1/4" and 1/2"

Weight [kg] 12

Approvals

Package complies with all US EPA and EC regulations
CE - TUV and ARI - UL

Documents

Related products

Accessories
613935
RECOVERY UNIT CONNECTION KIT
320424
VACUUM PUMP OIL 1 LITRE

Is part of bundle
652511
REFRIGERANT RECOVERY PACKAGE F/110V
652522
REFRIGERANT RECOVERY PACKAGE F/220V

Is frequently bought together with
905208
NITROGEN N-5030 FILLING
233601
AG 60 252 2.0 X 500MM 0,5KG
905715
UNICOOL R-407F 51 KG REFRIGERANT
752154
REFRIGERATION HANDY TOOLS CASE
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